Suggested Viewing and Reading List
Here at Bushmans Quiver we see a lot of game taken by our clients on a daily basis. Just the same,
we spend a portion of our time viewing video of African hunts taking place in other parts of the
continent. “Why?” you might ask. The reason is a simple one. We feel there is a lot to share with our
potential clients regarding the topic of safari hunting all across Africa, and what better way to educate
new hunters about African hunting than to refer them to a viewing and reading list that we feel will
broaden their knowledge and experience in advance of our placing them in front of their first African
trophy? Admittedly, some of the material we view is not of the nature that we feel would benefit a new
client, however below we have listed those DVDs and reading sources that we feel would be of
benefit to a new client if they choose to avail themselves of this material. With each item we list we
provide a brief synopsis of the contents and why we feel the client might find the material useful. Also,
the client will gain a good perspective on what constitutes a quality animal and a quality hunt. We like
this concept very much because it gives us at Bushmans Quiver all the more incentive to live up to
the client’s expectations.

Suggested Viewing List:

CRAIG BODDINGTON’S AFRICAN EXPERIENCE
A companion piece to his book of the same title. We like his book better, but if you prefer video to text
then make this choice.
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FLACK HUNTS SOUTH AFRICA – A DOCUMENTARY (two disc set)
This two-disc set packs a lot of useful information for both the beginning and experienced African
hunter. Peter Flack’s love of South Africa and respect for the game animals he hunts really comes
through in this presentation. Excellent depiction of the various South African biospheres, hunts for
plains game, reptiles, tips on clothing and equipment. A must for the first-timer to RSA.

BEASTS OF LEGEND – WITH IVAN CARTER
Ivan Carter is quite the wordsmith, and a good story-teller. In this DVD he takes the viewer on several
hunts for the BIG 7 (elephant, buffalo, lion, leopard, rhino, hippo, and crocodile). A must for anyone
interested in these animals.

BODDINGTON ON LION
Good primer for the first-time lion hunter.

BODDINGTON ON BUFFALO 2 (two disc set)
We haven’t seen the first one, but this sequel is informative, useful, and entertaining. Boddington
helps us shape our perspective on what constitutes a trophy animal. Good primer for the first-time
buffalo hunter.
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BODDINGTON ON ELEPHANT (two disc set)
Good primer for the first-time elephant hunter. Makes a good comparison between historical elephant
hunting and the ever-expanding opportunities today.

HUNTING THE AFRICAN ELEPHANT – THE COMPLETE GUIDE - Buzz Charlton & Myles
McCallum
A fantastic primer on hunting these unpredictable creatures. Excellent tutorial on gender identification
(bulls and cows have tusks), habits, and hunting techniques. The filming sequences and playbacks
on shot placement are indispensable to the new elephant hunter in understanding how to make that
first shot count.

THE ESSENCE OF ELEPHANT HUNTING – Buzz Charlton & Myles McCallum
The sequel to HUNTING THE AFRICAN ELEPHANT. Perhaps not as instructive as the original on
shot placement, but very informative as to how to stay safe after the shot is made. The sequences on
elephant charges are impressive and instructive in what can go wrong in hunting these challenging
beasts.

BIG BOTSWANA TUSKERS – Johann Calitz
Though Botswana is not an inexpensive place to hunt it does harbor some of the biggest-bodied
elephant carrying some impressive ivory. In this DVD the viewer gets to compare these animals
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thereby developing a well-grounded appreciation for ivory mass. We like this DVD because these
bulky tuskers often migrate into RSA where some of our own elephant concessions are located.

Suggested Reading List:

THE PERFECT SHOT – Kevin Robertson
There are two versions of this: the mini edition (for field use), and the full-size edition (for
reference) measuring 8.5" x 11". Both editions show shot-placement diagrams on a host of African
species plus additional information. For its full breadth of subject matter we prefer the full-size edition
containing 271 pages and 160 color photographs (photo image shown above). The chapters devoted
to bullet construction, bullet and caliber selection, ballistics and killing power are some of the best
examples of writing on these topics. Highly recommended.

AFRICAN EXPERIENCE – Craig Boddington
In this classic by the well-known current day hunter and writer Boddington covers every aspect of the
modern-day safari. Excellent tutorial for the first-timer to Africa.

21 DAYS IN AFRICA – Daniel J. Donarski, Jr
Retired Col. Daniel J. Donarski, Jr. takes the reader along on his first South African safari. Informative
description of what it’s like. Good photos of the African bush and harvested game. Useful tips for the
first-timer.
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SAFARI – THE ROMANCE & THE REALITY – Molly Buchanan
Chronicles the history of the great African adventure from the exploits of Teddy Roosevelt and other
privileged hunters to the innovative efforts of modern-day conservationists. Nice assemblage of both
historical and modern-day photos.

ON THE TRAIL OF THE WILD – Rafael Ben-Shahar
Written from the perspective of a conservationist rather than a hunter, the book provides an intriguing
perspective on the geology, flora, and fauna all across the southern end of the continent. Descriptions
of animal behavior are of interest to the hunter, and photos are impressive as well.

THE WANDERINGS OF AN ELEPHANT HUNTER – W.D.M. Bell
Considered to be the greatest of all elephant books by the greatest of all elephant hunters, written
during the glory days of Bell’s career. Black and white photos and sketches including sketches of
proper bullet placement.

KARAMOJO SAFARI – W.D.M. Bell
Insightful look at ivory hunting at the end of the 19 th century by the best known of all elephant hunters
prior to WWI. This is the sequel to THE WANDERINGS OF AN ELEPHANT HUNTER.
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PONDORO – THE LAST OF THE IVORY HUNTERS – John Taylor
For more than 30 years Taylor was a professional hunter, often out of touch with civilization for as
long as 3 or 4 years at a stretch. In this book he covers a wide-array of African animals (plains game,
elephant, rhino, hippo, buffalo, lion, leopard, etc.) and what it takes to successfully hunt them.

THE BOOK OF THE LION – Sir Alfred Pease
Sir Alfred did most of his lion hunting in the first decade of the last century. He was, of course, a
contemporary of Theodore Roosevelt, hunted with him, and dedicated this book to him. Much good
information on lion behavior, lion hunting, during the period of transition from the 8-10-12 bore guns to
modern (for the day) high-velocity smaller bores. His perspective on courage, native intelligence, and
civilization contained in the first chapter is worth the price of the book alone. Highly recommended for
all hunters, not just lion hunters.

ELEPHANT HUNTING IN EAST EQUATORIAL AFRICA – Arthur H. Neuman
Along with W.D.M. Bell and James Sutherland, Arthur H. Neuman was probably one of the most
famous of the old ivory hunters. Bell was the best shot, Sutherland lasted the longest, but Neuman
has been considered the most interesting and least typical. This book is not all that instructive for the
present day elephant hunter, however we like it because it dispels the often held notion that Africa in
the first part of the last century was seething with game and that the old ivory hunters were constantly
taking 90 pound tusks. In fact, quite the opposite was true; these men hunted hard to find game,
which was scarce in many regions, and the average tusk size was probably about 50 pounds, which
they were happy to encounter. The most logical conclusion to be drawn from this book is that the best
time to hunt Africa is now, not 100 years ago.
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THE HUNTER’S GUIDE TO ACCURATE SHOOTING – Wayne van Zwoll
Wayne van Zwoll, a former competitive shooter, guide, and hunter with 35 years experience provides
practical advice on effectively delivering precise shots on game animals in the field using a rifle.

1 & DONE – Marc Watts
Former CNN reporter and famed African hunter Marc Watts gives useful insight on what it takes to
make that first shot count. Marc delves into the mental game necessary to be a successful game
shot. In 5X7 format and at only 125 pages this is one of the best books on game shooting with a rifle.

SAFARI RIFLES II – Craig Boddington
If you like firearms as much as you like hunting this is the book for the firearms enthusiast heading to
Africa. Probably includes much more information than the casual hunter will need, but the photos
alone are worth the price of the book, and the subject matter is fully covered for those who appreciate
this sort of detail.
DISCLAIMER: The DVD’s and reading material cited above are recommended purely as entertainment and for informational purposes only. The views
contained therein are purely those of the film-maker and/or author. Bushman’s Quiver makes no endorsement as to their suitability for any other
purpose.
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